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ALBERT EINSTEIN!S FAMOUS QUOTE that "insanity is doing the same thing 
over and over again and expecting di#erent results$ should challenge athletes and 
coaches at any level to think outside of the box and to develop alternative and creative 
training methods in order to enhance all-round athleticism. Stale performances 
become the norm when boredom during training sets in. Incorporating ballet 
exercises into training is one way to keep things fresh and interesting.

%e idea of engaging in ballet or dance for cross-training usually elicits strong 
reactions, especially among male athletes and coaches. %eir chorus of protests 
includes comments such as: "I won!t wear tights and a tutu&$ "What does this have 
to do with my sport'$ and "I feel really stupid teaching this stu#.$

But they would do well to consider the bene(ts of dance in helping (ne-tune 
sports performance. Dancers are among the world!s most athletic individuals, a fact 
not o)en acknowledged in the sport community. A case in point: a study comparing 
(tness levels between dancers at England!s Royal Ballet and a squad of international 
British swimmers (including Olympians) found the dancers were more (t, scoring 
higher on seven out of 10 standardized tests, and 25 percent stronger on grip strength. 

It!s clear that ballet o#ers e#ective resistance training since the individual!s body 
weight pushes into the *oor during every speci(c leg exercise, whether it!s jumping, 
leaping, hop ping, turning, or other associated dynamic movements. %ese activities 
strengthen muscles and build and maintain bone mass and bone density. %erefore, 
it makes sense to examine the total body training concepts within ballet for potential 
integration into any sports program.

The “Baryshnikov of football”
Famous NFL players have used ballet as cross training for decades. %e American 
professional football player Lynn Swann, (Pittsburg Steelers, 1974-1982), who has 
been described as "the Baryshnikov of football,$ attributes his grace and skills on the 
(eld to the ballet training he began as an eight-year-old boy. Willi Gault, a former 
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Ballet keeps athletes on their toes
TOSS THE TUTUS AND DON THE TIGHTS. THIS FORM OF DANCE  
CAN REAP BENEFITS FOR THE MOST HARDCORE OF ATHLETES
By Dr. Monika E. Schloder 

Dr. Schloder is the creator of Ballet for 
Athletes: Modified Exercises for Cross-
training, a program that includes a DVD 
demonstrating modified ballet exercises 
and a 17-chapter PDF file book, which 
illustrates and describes the exercises.  
For more information go to  
www.coachingbest.com
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